Town Farm is a family campsite on the edge of the Chilterns with panoramic
views of the Aylesbury Vale below, and Ivinghoe Beacon above.
As a working farm, our characterful pitches are not all dead-level and our
excellent views do expose us to the wind at times. The chalky Chilterns soil
has excellent drainage and never waterlogs but in summer can be hard to
drive pegs into. Wherever possible we allow some flexibility to choose your
perfect pitch on arrival although we can’t make any guarantees.
Town Farm is very accessible; less than an hour north of London by train or
car. We’re easy to find and depending on the weather you might hear the
nearby road and passing planes but we can guarantee that the stunning
surroundings will make up for it!
We welcome campfires although insist on using firepits to save our
grass! You can rent firepits from us and buy firewood, kindling and starters
(online or on arrival). Cooking grills are available but we recommend bringing
briquettes for cooking on. Please don’t bring your own wood - we can’t
guarantee that it will be safe to burn on site.
As a family campsite - noisy children enjoying themselves are part of happy
campsite but we don’t allow music of any kind on site. Quiet is observed from
11pm and all fires must be extinguished by midnight.
We’re pet friendly and welcome friendly dogs which can be booked in online
but only if they are of a pleasant nature and safe around other people and
dogs. Dogs must be cleaned up after and kept on a lead whilst on site.
As a simple site - we pride ourselves on our clean facilities but you won’t find
a shop, cafe or any on site entertainment. There’s an abundance of beautiful
local walks, loads of lovely pubs and a few takeaways that even deliver to the
farm!
Our family campsite is not an ideal location for party goers and disruptive
guests will be asked to leave. Town Farm is a holiday campsite and we do
not take commercial bookings for working residence, long term bookings or
storage.
Family group bookings are welcome depending on availability and group size
but please email to check availability and hear about the group booking
procedure. We do not take single-sex adult group bookings of 4 or
more. Persons aged 21 and under must be accompanied by an older adult.

